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Field Projects

Education

Dissemination & Research Resources

Magnified cross

section of a paint

sample from a wall

painting in Cave 85

at the Mogao grot-

toes, a Silk Road

site in northwest

China.  Analyzing

the paint from the

9th-century cave

was part of GCI

research that will

assist in better pre-

serving the site’s

wall paintings.
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T G C I (GCI)

works internationally to advance the field of

conservation through scientific research, field

projects, education and training, and the

dissemination of information in various media.

In its programs, the GCI focuses on the creation

and delivery of knowledge that will benefit the

professionals and organizations responsible for

the conservation of the visual arts.

Advancing conservation practice is the organizing

principle for all of the Institute’s work—which

includes identifying activities that improve the

way conservation treatments are carried out,

pursuing research that expands conservation

knowledge, and increasing access to information

on conservation subjects.

Exterior view of the Getty

Conservation Institute at the

Getty Center in Los Angeles.
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tools for conservation and

shares its expertise with institu-

tions and organizations world-

wide so that its efforts have the

greatest possible benefit to the

practice of conservation.

T G C

I, a part of the J. Paul

Getty Trust, began operation

in 1985. Since its inception,

the Institute has engaged in a

program of scientific research,

educational activities, docu-

mentation, and the dissemina-

tion of information through

publications, conferences,

workshops, and public pro-

grams that include research

opportunities for professionals

and public lectures. In addi-

tion, the Institute has con-

ducted international field

projects in Asia, Africa,

North and South America,

and Europe.

The Institute’s endeavors are

designed to serve the needs of

the conservation profession by

undertaking work that tackles

broad practical or theoretical

questions of significance to

the conservation field. The

Institute develops and refines

With this goal of service in

mind—and building on years

of experience—the GCI’s

activities continue to empha-

size scientific research into the

nature, decay, and treatment of

materials; educational initia-

tives for the conservation pro-

fessional; model field projects

designed to advance conserva-

tion practice internationally;

and the dissemination of

The Institute’s
endeavors are
designed to serve the
needs of the conser-
vation profession by
undertaking work
that tackles broad
practical or theoreti-
cal questions of
significance to the
conservation field. Detail of Number 3,

1949: Tiger by 

Jackson Pollock. 

Many 20th-century

artists have utilized

modern synthetic

paints, exploring and

exploiting their distinct

handling and optical

properties. As part of a

collaborative project  to

answer questions about

the character of modern

paint materials, the GCI

analyzed samples from

paintings by Pollock to

identify binding media.

Collection of the

Hirshhorn Museum 

and Sculpture Garden,

Smithsonian Institution,

Gift of Joseph H.

Hirshhorn, 1972. 

© 2005 The Pollock-

Krasner Foundation/

Artists Rights Society

(ARS), New York.

 



A project team at work

in Cave 85—one of

some 490 remaining

cave temples at the

Mogao grottoes, a

major site of Buddhist

art in northwest China.

In collaboration with

cultural authorities at

the Mogao grottoes,

the GCI researched

wall paintings deterio-

ration at the grottoes

and developed conser-

vation methods that

can be applied to simi-

lar Silk Road sites. 

information through both tra-

ditional publications and elec-

tronic means.

Over time, the staff of the GCI

have developed expertise in a

number of areas. These include:

• preventive conservation;

• monitoring and control of

museum environments;

• methodologies for the analy-

sis of materials and their

deterioration;

• site management;

• archaeological conservation;

• earthen architecture and

stone conservation;

• conservation of wall paint-

ings and mosaics in situ; and

• the adaptation of technology

for conservation purposes.

The work of the Institute is

carried out through several

groups: Science, Field Projects,

Education, and Dissemination

& Research Resources. The

Institute is housed at the Getty

Center in Los Angeles, along

with other programs of the

Getty Trust. Its facility at the

Center includes scientific labo-

ratories, programmatic and

administrative offices, and a

conservation information cen-

ter. In addition, the Institute

maintains facilities at the Getty

Villa, also in Los Angeles, which

is dedicated to the exhibition

and study of Greek, Roman,

and Etruscan art.

In its activities, the GCI

adheres to the principles that

guide the work of the Getty

Trust: service, philanthropy,

teaching, and access.

The GCI’s environmental scanning electron

microscope (ESEM). In combination with optical

microscopy, the ESEM, a powerful tool for identify-

ing the composition of microsamples, provides GCI

scientists with fast and reliable answers to techno-

logical questions on a variety of materials. It also

assists in addressing issues like authenticity. 
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of art—which can contribute

to the scholarly interpretation

of art and artifacts from the

past. In addition, the Institute

works collaboratively with

conservators and curators on

the examination of works of

art and the characterization of

materials, pigments, media,

and deterioration products, in

part through its laboratories at

the Getty Center and the Getty

Villa. GCI scientific staff also

assist in resolving issues

involving the dating and

authentication of objects.

C  uses

the theoretical and applied

disciplines of science and

engineering to gain a greater

understanding of how best to

preserve cultural resources.

At the Getty Conservation

Institute, the objective of sci-

entific work is to develop and

promote appropriate solutions

to the conservation problems

of collections, works of art,

architecture, archaeological

sites, and monuments. GCI

scientists focus on the needs

of conservation professionals

working to preserve these

resources.

Science

Scientists examining the

Raman spectrum of an

object under the adjoin-

ing microscope.

Raman spectroscopy

provides information

about an object’s

molecular structure

and is one of the non-

invasive techniques

used by GCI scientists

to identify pigments and

other materials in works

of art. 

GCI scientist examining a 19th-

century photograph. The con-

servation of photography is

relatively young when com-

pared with other museum con-

servation areas. To expand the

body of knowledge regarding

photographic conservation, the

GCI has engaged in a collabo-

rative project to advance tech-

niques for characterizing

photographic material and

identifying variations in

photographic processes. 

Research Goals

The Science group’s main

research efforts include study-

ing deterioration of materials

and collaborating with conser-

vators on the design and evalu-

ation of conservation solutions.

The ultimate objective is the

development of methods that

can slow deterioration and, at

the same time, prevent further

damage. In service to conserva-

tors and others caring for

works of art and other forms

of material heritage, scientists

provide essential information

regarding the causes of deteri-

oration and options for appro-

priate treatment. Working

with conservators, they devise

conservation solutions and

assess treatment performance.

The GCI also conducts scien-

tific research on materials’

composition—and on the

processes used to create works
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Research Projects

Research projects are designed

with interdisciplinary—and

often intra-Getty—teams that

may include scientists, conser-

vators, curators, and other

related professionals. Initially,

feasibility studies are con-

ducted, and collaborative work

with other appropriate

organizations considered

and initiated. Following this

preparatory phase, projects are

ready for final design and exe-

cution, often in collaboration

with international partners.

In service to conser-
vators and others
caring for works of
art and other forms
of material heritage,
scientists provide
essential information
regarding the causes
of deterioration and
options for appropri-
ate treatment. 

Staff from the GCI and

Getty Museum examining

an old master drawing from

the Museum’s collection. In

the past decade, the effec-

tiveness of most preventive

conservation guidelines has

been affirmed—yet with this

confirmation come new

questions of risk manage-

ment. The GCI is involved

in a collaborative project to

determine the extent to

which techniques for illumi-

nating works of art on

paper can be improved or

modified.

Projects are planned with the

goal of identifying the materi-

als and the original technolo-

gies of the objects of study as

a basis for determining the

causes of their deterioration.

With this information, conser-

vation strategies can be devel-

oped. Dissemination of results

is a critical part of all research

and is done through the pro-

duction of didactic materials,

presentations at conferences

and symposia, articles in

peer-reviewed scientific and

conservation journals, Getty

publications, and project

descriptions on the Getty 

Web site (www.getty.edu/

conservation/).

Staff and

Laboratories

The GCI’s scientific depart-

ment has approximately

twenty-five scientists and sup-

port staff. Expertise in the

department includes chem-

istry, geology, materials sci-

ence, physics, and engineering.

The department is organized

into six major conservation

research units:

• collections and objects;

• analytical technologies;

• environmental studies;

• building materials;

• the Museum Research

Laboratory; and

• the GCI Analytical

Laboratory at the Getty Villa.

To facilitate the work of these

units, the GCI laboratories are

equipped with a range of state-

of-the-art research tools that

include analytical instrumenta-

tion and equipment designed

for materials characterization.

The GCI-designed environ-

mental monitoring station

at the Maya site of Copán

in Honduras. Since 1990,

the GCI has installed simi-

lar stations at a number of

sites around the world. The

stations provide a broad

spectrum of quantifiable

data on environmental

conditions affecting the

sites. 



T G C

I aims to advance

conservation practice world-

wide through field projects,

which incorporate research,

planning, and education.

These projects are intended to

demonstrate the newest and

best practices and to serve as

models for the conservation

field. Their ultimate objective

is to broaden and disseminate

knowledge of methods that

address critical conservation

issues.

Project Selection

Field projects are chosen based

on a consideration of the sig-

nificant needs of the conserva-

tion field and of the GCI’s own

experience and expertise.

Selected projects address

notable conservation problems

and provide opportunities

for research and training.

A demonstrated willingness

by local and national authori-

ties to work collaboratively on

a project is also required.

The Institute is often

approached by a potential

partner or may sometimes

identify possible partners in an

The hieroglyphic stairway at the

Maya site of Copán in Honduras.

The GCI is working with the

Instituto Hondureño de

Antropología e Historia (IHAH) to

develop a conservation plan for

the stairway. The project includes

extensive documentation, study of

the deterioration of the stone, and

trials and analysis of possible

treatment approaches. 

Field Projects

View of the gate and court-

yard of Shuxiang Temple,

part of the Imperial

Summer Mountain Resort

at Chengde, founded in 

the 18th century by China’s

Qing dynasty. The GCI has

been working with cultural

heritage authorities in

China to develop and

implement national 

guidelines for cultural

heritage conservation that

reflect Chinese traditions

and approaches to con-

servation. As part of this

collaborative project, the

guidelines will be applied

to the conservation and

management of Shuxiang

Temple, known as the

family temple of the 

Qing court. 
area of work in which it has an

interest. Initial contact is fol-

lowed by a feasibility study

during which all the concep-

tual and practical parameters

of the project are evaluated.

Selected projects are then

designed in cooperation with

project partners and imple-

mented according to a phased

work plan.

These projects are
intended to demon-
strate the newest and
best practices and to
serve as models for
the conservation field.
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Project Elements

Projects undertaken by GCI

Field Projects staff vary in

emphasis, complexity, and

scope. Each project follows

recognized international prin-

ciples of conservation and

adheres to the highest stan-

dards of practice, which

include an understanding of

the cultural significance of the

object or site and a respect for

the multiplicity of values asso-

ciated with it. In each of its

field projects, the GCI works

with local partners to ensure

that the project’s work—and

the principles governing it—

are sustained over time.

In carrying out projects, a

standard methodology is fol-

lowed. This includes thorough

documentation and recording;

diagnostic research and assess-

ment; the development and

testing of conservation

treatments and strategies;

intervention that is minimal,

compatible, and appropriate

to local circumstances; train-

ing; and, finally, dissemination

of information regarding

the work undertaken and

the results.

By their nature, field projects

are multidisciplinary, bringing

together specialists from

the arts and the sciences to

exchange ideas and to develop

creative and sustainable solu-

tions for preserving cultural

heritage. GCI and occasionally

other Getty staff participate in

the project teams, as do con-

sultants and representatives of

partner organizations. The

teams can include archaeolo-

gists, conservators, curators,

engineers, architects, art

historians, biologists, geolo-

gists, chemists, city planners,

surveyors, museum adminis-

trators, educators, and site

managers.

The Institute disseminates

information resulting from its

projects through training,

publications, and the Getty

Web site (www.getty.edu/

conservation/).

Removing a previous treatment

that had darkened one of the

approximately 1,000 intricately

carved Maya glyphs on the hiero-

glyphic stairway. GCI researchers

evaluated the behavior of the

material used in past treatments

and tested other potential treat-

ment materials.

Earthen structural remains at the

World Heritage Site of Joya de

Cerén in El Salvador buried by a

volcanic eruption in the 6th cen-

tury. The GCI worked with cultural

authorities in El Salvador to create

a management plan for the site.

Scientific research and condition

monitoring have also been con-

ducted to better understand dete-

rioration at the site and to develop

plans for conservation treatment.

A meeting on the preparation of

the site management plan for Joya

de Cerén. A method developed by

the GCI to create management

plans that can ensure the conser-

vation of sites was adapted to pre-

pare the specific plan for Joya de

Cerén. This method can serve as a

model for other sites in the region.  



T G C

I has long been com-

mitted to education in the

conservation of collections

and the built environment.

The Institute’s current educa-

tional initiatives incorporate

the various strands of the

GCI’s work, drawing upon

new research and methodolo-

gies produced as a result of

scientific and field project

activities, as well as important

advances by others in the field.

The GCI forms strategic edu-

cational initiatives with other

institutions, extending the

scope of the Institute’s training

efforts while strengthening the

existing educational infra-

structure for conservation.

Educational

Materials

As one of its initiatives, the

GCI is producing a readings

series that collects and criti-

cally analyzes important con-

servation texts. This series,

specifically for use in conser-

vation instruction, contributes

to establishing a body of infor-

mation representative of the

collective knowledge that cur-

rently defines the conservation

discipline and its related fields.

A related project is the

Conservation Teaching

Education



part of its field projects, it is

also undertaking more formal

classroom-based teaching in

collaboration with other edu-

cational institutions. As with

its other activities, the Institute

works with these outside

organizations to increase the

impact of its resources. These

activities generally have the

dual objectives of addressing

immediate training needs for

conservation professionals,

while contributing to the

longer-term development of

the infrastructure for conser-

vation education in the coun-

try or region where the work is

taking place.

In conjunction with the Getty

Trust’s partnership with the

University of California at Los

Angeles, GCI and other Getty

staff members are part of the

teaching team of a master’s

degree program in the conser-

vation of archaeological and

ethnographic materials.

Nkisi Nkondi Power Figure (18th–19th

century), Congo people, Democratic

Republic of Congo. The Getty Trust—

in collaboration with the University of

California, Los Angeles—has developed

a master’s program in the conservation

of archaeological and ethnographic mate-

rials. Teaching and lab facilities for the

program will be housed at the Getty Villa.

Figure: courtesy UCLA Fowler Museum of

Cultural History.

Trainees and instructors

performing cleaning and

stabilization treatments

at the archaeological site

of Utica in Tunisia. As

part of the GCI’s project

on in situ mosaic conser-

vation, the GCI and

Tunisia’s Institut National

du Patrimoine (INP)

have collaborated on a

program to provide train-

ing for INP staff in order

to help save this rich

heritage from further

deterioration.

Resource, which offers conser-

vation educators free access to

didactic materials created by

the GCI and its partners as

part of the Institute’s coopera-

tive educational work. This

resource center (accessible at

www.getty.edu/conservation/

education/current.html) was

produced in conjunction with

the Getty Web site, and features

both text and visual teaching

materials.

The GCI also supports the

development of conservation

education by providing senior-

level educators opportunities

to meet to discuss key issues

for the future of conservation

education. The Directors’

Retreats for the Advancement

of Conservation Education

project aims to foster collegial-

ity, and strategic thinking and

action among conservation

educators internationally.

In the Field and 

the Classroom

The GCI’s field project work

provides an important venue

for professional training. Each

field project includes a train-

ing component that constitutes

an integral part of the project’s

activities. Training reinforces

the sustainability of a project’s

work. It also serves to promote

the practice of conservation in

the project country.

While the GCI carries out

much of its training work as

The GCI forms
strategic educational
initiatives with other
institutions, extend-
ing the scope of the
Institute’s training
efforts while
strengthening the
existing educational
infrastructure.
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to advance professional con-

servation practice and to

inform professionals and

the public on the work of

the Institute—and on issues

related to conservation—the

Getty Conservation Institute

engages in a variety of pro-

grams related to research

resources, scholars, and

dissemination.

approximately 37,000 volumes

and over 750 periodical

subscriptions—as well as

over 10,000 off-prints and

ephemeral publications—

offering a comprehensive

selection of literature in many

areas of conservation and

preservation. The Information

Center staff provides document

delivery, as well as research

support for Institute projects.

In addition, materials from

GCI projects are catalogued so

that they may be available to

researchers in the future.

A portion of the Information

Center’s collection. Staff assist

members of the conservation

community by providing

access to reference materials

and conservation literature

in the Getty collection, which

includes about 37,000 vol-

umes and 750 periodical

subscriptions. 

Research Resources

In support of the GCI’s mission

of service to the field of conser-

vation, the Dissemination &

Research Resources group

facilitates the management 

and dissemination of conserva-

tion information resources 

and services to the staff of

the GCI and the Getty, and 

to the international conserva-

tion community.

Among the group’s activities is

the GCI Information Center,

which assists Getty staff and

the conservation community

by providing access to reference

materials and to conservation

literature in the Research

Library at the Getty Research

Institute (which focuses on the

history of art, architecture, and

archaeology, with relevant

materials in the humanities and

social sciences). At present, the

conservation holdings of the

Research Library consist of

The GCI Information

Center. Information

Center staff provide

document delivery and

research support for

Institute projects.

Once a project is com-

pleted, project materi-

als are catalogued

to allow future

researchers access to

this information.

Dissemination & R
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As a critical service to the

conservation field, the GCI—

in association with The

International Institute for

Conservation of Historic

and Artistic Works (IIC)—

compiles, edits, and maintains

AATA Online: Abstracts of

International Conservation

Literature (previously pub-

lished as Art and Archaeology

Technical Abstracts). This

comprehensive, international

electronic database for the

conservation field, provided

free of charge on the Web,

contains all the reference

information produced by the

publication since the late

1940s. The production of

AATA Online is made possible

by an international network of

volunteer abstractors who sur-

vey the conservation literature

and provide abstracts of rele-

vant journal articles, books,

patents, technical reports, the-

ses, and audiovisual resources.

The database can be accessed

at www.aata.getty.edu.

The GCI promotes opportuni-

ties for mid-career and senior

professionals to pursue

research that will advance

thinking in the field through

its Conservation Guest Scholar

Program. This residential pro-

gram allows senior profession-

als to utilize the resources of

the Getty to engage in inde-

pendent research for periods

ranging from three to nine

months. The Institute also

hosts graduate interns, selected

every year by individual GCI

departments. Information and

applications for these pro-

grams are available on the Web

(www.getty.edu/grants/research/

scholars/index.html).

Dissemination

The Institute communicates

its work through a variety of

means, including Conservation,

which is distributed free of

charge to professionals in con-

servation and related fields and

to members of the public con-

cerned about conservation.

Conservation—also published

electronically and found

In support of the
GCI’s mission of
service to the field
of conservation, the
Dissemination &
Research Resources
group facilitates the
management and
dissemination of
conservation infor-
mation resources
and services.

Home page of AATA Online: Abstracts of

International Conservation Literature. This Web-

based database offers free access to over

100,000 abstracts on the preservation and

conservation of material cultural heritage.

A GCI scientist and a GCI Conservation

Guest Scholar using infrared spec-

troscopy to detect changes in the chemi-

cal composition of modern artists’ paints.

The Guest Scholar Program provides

opportunities for professionals to pursue

research that will advance the conserva-

tion field. In this instance, the scholar is

utilizing the GCI’s expertise in analytical

technologies, which provide comprehen-

sive information regarding works of art

and their condition. 

esearch Resources
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on the Getty Web site

(www.getty.edu/

conservation/)—regularly

reports on Institute projects

and informs the GCI’s con-

stituency of general issues

related to conservation.

Extensive information on

activities of the Institute can

also be found on the Getty

Web site. The site includes,

among other things, descrip-

tions of current and past proj-

ects; general overviews of the

GCI’s work in the lab, in edu-

cation, and in the field; and

access to free electronic publi-

cations of the Institute.

A major part of GCI dissemi-

nation is the publishing of a

broad range of books on con-

servation subjects. Book publi-

cations (which can be ordered

online at www.getty.edu/

bookstore/) include technical

works on conservation science

research, symposium proceed-

ings, readings in conservation,

and a series on conservation

and cultural heritage.

For the general public, the GCI

organizes regular evening lec-

tures at the Getty Center as

part of its series “Conservation

Matters.”

Volumes from the Readings in

Conservation publication series.

This series, specifically for use

in conservation instruction,

collects and critically analyzes

important conservation texts. 

Editions of Conservation.

Published three times a year,

the newsletter informs readers

of general issues related to

conservation and regularly

reports on Institute projects.

It is available free of charge

in print or on the Web

(www.getty.edu/conservation/).

A major part of GCI
dissemination is the
publishing of a broad
range of books.

A selection of GCI books. As

part of its service to the con-

servation profession, the GCI

publishes a number of books

on conservation subjects,

including technical works on

conservation science research

and symposium proceedings.
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of the Getty Conservation

Institute, other programs of

the J. Paul Getty Trust con-

tribute to the conservation

field through a variety of

means.

Conservation is also an inte-

gral part of the activities of

the J. Paul Getty Museum. The

Museum’s four conservation

departments—Antiquities,

Paintings, Decorative Arts and

Sculpture, and Paper—play

a vital role in its efforts to

exhibit and interpret its collec-

tions, and to preserve them for

the enjoyment and education

of future generations. The

Museum’s conservation

departments work with staff

of the GCI’s laboratories at

the Getty Center and the Getty

Villa, who perform studies of

technology and materials, as

well as scientific analysis of

works of art to support treat-

ments. The Museum’s conser-

vators, working with GCI

scientists, publish their techni-

cal findings to foster and dis-

seminate new research.

In addition to studying and

conserving its own collection,

the Museum provides techni-

cal studies and treatments of

important works of art from

other institutions through 

collaborative conservation

projects. Getty Museum

conservators serve as advisors

to other institutions and lec-

ture extensively to both con-

servation professionals and

general audiences.

The Research Library at the

Getty Research Institute col-

lects and assembles materials

to stimulate and support

advanced research in the his-

tory of art. The collections—

housed in one of the largest

art and architecture libraries

in the world—include approx-

imately 37,000 volumes

focused on the conservation

of cultural heritage, historic

preservation, and applied sci-

ence and technology. The

Research Library maintains

its own Conservation and

Preservation Department for

its collections.

The Getty Foundation offers

grants to institutions through-

out the world for projects that

promote the conservation of

cultural heritage. Conservation

grants provide support to

museums and other cultural

organizations for projects

focused on the conservation

and management of collec-

tions, historic buildings,

districts, landscapes, and

archaeological sites. In these

grants, the importance of

research, conservation surveys,

conservation planning, inter-

pretation, and training is

emphasized as part of a

broader approach to effective

stewardship and long-term

preservation.

More information regarding

Getty programs can be found

at www.getty.edu.

Conservation
at the Getty
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